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It's easy to say what I do. I write poetry and
prose, translate from Tamil and Spanish,
perform original work, and teach for Cozy
Grammar.

But it's harder to say why I do it, especially
when the times are so tumultuous.

If you pressed me, though, I would stop for
a moment and then say what I felt was true.

Author, Poet, Teacher, Performer 

As night falls on Sunday
the floor swept the rug clean
I can almost imagine
the whole world at peace
without oceans dying out
whole peoples disappearing
fire and smoke rising
as we race to the finish
where all that we know
will be finished

how can one sleep in peace

and yet we must sleep
to keep rising awake
able to walk and
work another way
where resting at evening
as the sun falls away is
peace is enough
is a world in itself
working to be whole
once more

It might come out something like this:

Or at least that's how it came to me in "Sabbath," from The Safety of Edges, which says part of what
I'd want to tell you. But I'm still listening for what else there is to say.

https://thomaspruiksm1.wpengine.com/books/
https://thomaspruiksm1.wpengine.com/books/tiruvalluvars-tirukkural/
https://thomaspruiksm1.wpengine.com/books/juan-rulfo-pedro-paramo-english-translation/
https://thomaspruiksm1.wpengine.com/poets-magic/
https://thomaspruiksm1.wpengine.com/#front-page-7
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“If we hope to proceed into the future as a civilized country, we are going to need
the work and the example of young people such as Mr. Pruiksma.”

—Wendell Berry


